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This series of 335 beautifully illustrated flash cards explores essential concepts of human anatomy

& physiology. The 4? x 6? cards are color coded and indexed for easy reference. The flash cards

are printed on heavy card stock and are UV coated for durability.
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It isn't medical school so much as the boom in Physiology majors and the required Anatomy &

Physiology (A&P) class that has sent demand for this kind of flash card soaring. There are basically

three competing versions of A&P cards readily obtainable today, and the first two cost about the

same:l) This one from Scientific Publishing, which uses more cards but smaller ones with smaller

pictures;2) The set from Barron's, which has fewer cards in the set but larger cards that are easier

to read; and3) The Netter series, adapted from medical-school flash cards. The set costs about 80

percent more but has the most cards AND the most detailed cards (and most likely the fewest

errors).If you can afford it, go with option 3) because a few dollars more is worth it for a fundamental

class like A&P. If you can't, the other two card sets have their merits but my tendency is to go with

2) because the cards are just easier to read--both captions and illustrations--and that matters over

time.

I ordered this for A&P and I love using them as a review. The box is big, but I take the cards out that

are only for the section we are going through in class, and keep those in a ziploc bag in my purse or



backpack to pull out when I have a few free minutes. They have saved me so much time because

they are much better than any review tool I could have made myself. The cards are color coded,

have space on the back of the card that contain notes and blank spots where you can write your

own notes. I have had so many of my classmates ask me where I got these cards since they are so

helpful. I would highly recommend these as an effective study aid for A&P courses.

There are lot of human part didn't put in here instead they just put normal english stuff. For instance,

they put "calf" instead of "sural" or "forearm" instead of "antebrachial"

I cannot recommend these enough for people that are taking A and P, no matter what curriculum.

They have helped me so much. II like to use a dry erase marker on the front so that I am not

continually flipping the card to check my answer as I label things and can later use the cards again.

Great price, love the color coding, too. Much cheaper on  compared to other places i've looked via

online, retail & bookstores.

I like the cards and the pictures, but there is not so much information on those cards. I ended up

writting more about each card and read it later. If I knew It would be like that I would not buy it and I

would just write the stuff I need down and read my own notes.

I purchased this item as a gift for a nursing student friend. It arrived ON TIME in Perfect condition,

still with shrink wrap on. A & P is a very hard part of any medical student's studies. I believe that

continued use of these cards (for tests & just general review) will keep anyone on top of their

"game" in this field. Yes, I would buy from this seller again.

The pictures are realistic looking and it pretty much covers everything that you will go over in

anatomy and physiology. HOWEVER, the way that the labeling is set up is awful! It just brackets a

part of the body and list a bunch of letters. It does not have a like to each specific part so you never

really know if you are naming something right or not.
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